Citation for Presentations

What is Copyright?

Copyright is a form of intellectual property law governing ownership of works created by individuals or
groups. Content authors do not need to register their work with the U.S. Copyright Office or include a
copyright notice in order for it to be protected.

Citation Styles (AMA Manual of Style)







Books. Iverson C, Christiansen S, Flanagin A, et al; American Medical Association. AMA Manual
of Style: A Guide for Authors and Editors. 10th ed. New York: NY: Oxford University Press; 2007.
Articles. Borden WB, Mushlin AI, Gordon JE, Leiman JM, Pardes H. A new conceptual framework
for academic health centers. Acad Med. 2015;90(5):569-573. [year of publication;volume
number:inclusive page numbers (no spaces)]
Photos or other graphic material. Rosenthal J. Raising of the flag on Iwo Jima. Associated Press.
February 23, 1945.
Video clips: Miller BJ. What really matters at the end of life [video]. TED Talks. 2015.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apbSsILLh28. Accessed August 26, 2016.
Charts or figures. Palazuelos D, Dhillon R. (2016). Addressing the “global health tax” and “wild
cards”: practical challenges to building academic careers in global health. Acad Med.
2016;91:30–35.

Best Practices
 Cite quoted or summarized content using AMA citation format on slides where quote or summary
appears
 Link to source materials (website, video, etc.)
 Use press kits produced by organizations for images and other materials
 Use copyright-free materials
o Creative Commons provides access to search for content in the public domain as well as other
options for use. Visit http://search.creativecommons.org.
o Content created by the federal government or where the copyright has expired (public
domain)
o Purchased stock images

Resources




For determining copyright of published works, see Copyright Term and the Public Domain in the
United States. Cornell Copyright Information Center.
http://copyright.cornell.edu/resources/publicdomain.cfm%20. Published 2016.
Copyright & Fair Use. Stanford University Libraries. http://fairuse.stanford.edu/overview/publicdomain/welcome/. Published 2016.
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